Belladonna
Between woman and witch

Choreographic piece for three dancers
By Nathalie Pernette
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Landmarks
A taste for fantasy
Animale [Bestial] and its fifty mice, La Maison
[The House], choreography for a magical
kitchen, La Peur du loup [The Fear of the Wolf],
between dream and nightmare, Les Ombres
blanches [The White Shadows] and its gallery of
ghosts... For more than ten years, I have been
pursuing a work of creation for people young or
old, firmly turned towards strangeness and
dark, disturbing worlds bordering on the
fantastic, populated by often marginal
characters... All of these performances offer
several levels of interpretation, allowing
different types of audience to relate, based on
their imagination or experiences. The themes
addressed are often daring – exclusion, fear
and fears, the subject of death, women’s role –
but important in relation to self-construction,
and tackled with gentleness, poetry, energy…
and humour!

Women’s stories
In 2008, I wrote for the first time about my
interest for the world of witches, of extraordinary
women… and perhaps women, period.
As a choreographer, I’ve been cultivating from the
start, and since my childhood, a feminine and a
masculine side. I chose to make it the particularity
of my choreographic style and share it with the
dancers invested in my work.
The issue of gender, of the choice to be multiple,
complex and truly yourself, has always been
interesting to me. Transformation of social
conventions, exercise of power and search for
equality… barely hidden behind Belladonna are
the issues of our personal identity, of the role of
men and women in history, as in today’s society.
The death of my father in January 2017 has finally
brought me closer to my mother and all the
women of my family history.
My mother, Nicole, shared a dream with me two
years ago: to go up on stage and dance.
It was simply the right time…
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Statement of intent
Belladonna, or “beautiful woman” in English, but also Belladonna, the plant, the wonderful
flower, both poison and medicine, strangely dangerous…
Belladonna…
As the title suggests, this creation will put the spotlight on both the woman and the witch (or
magician), revealing the secret, powerful, peaceful or evil side of the second sex, as history
has taught us since the dawn of time.
Women are scary, women give birth, women bleed, women are secretive… let’s take a hold
of this phantasmagoria and create an extraordinary, strange and fascinating portrait of
womankind.
For now, Belladonna is conceived as a performance combining dance, music and image
projection; a hypnotic Sabbath creating a link between the bodies’ movement, video
(projection of a wall of fire, flames, smokes and ashes, slowly and continuously shaping new
images and historic references) and music designed in successive and intertwined layers,
both invasive and discreet.
As for its form, it will be a trio of women. That will allow to bring together on stage a young
woman, an old woman and a child, thus recreating the “three ages of women”, so often
pictured in paintings!

About the dance
The research will gravitate around four big themes: the question of femininity, the link between
generations, the strangeness of bodies, and magical powers. We’ll be exploring:
- a dance that is feminine but dual: benevolent, delicate, smooth and sensual, but also evil, strong,
powerful and commanding. Experimentations with long hair and immense nails (absolute emblems of
femininity), both working as a costume and an extension of the body.
- a dance that would link, put in contact and create complicity
between three generations; a dance about threads and
listening, about the transmission of knowledge.
- danced materials in relation to the witch’s “figure” (slowness
and lightning speed, extreme fluidity, dissociation, torsion and
disarticulation) and transformation capacities. Researching
movement and gestures, executed in one way then
backwards, bodies intertwined like a knot of vipers...
- motions about magical recipes and formulas, incantations
and spells. Approaching, through magic, the connection
between body and fire, real fire, carried in bare hands, in an
outline on the ground or in the place, but also telekinesis and
cards.
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About the music
The musical creation will go in and combine several complementary directions:
- Search for a fascinating musical line, consisting of successive and superposed layers of sound, with
physical resonance (sensations of dizziness, flight, dream...).
- Experimentations with voice and voices: laughs, slowed down speech, talking and singing –
sometimes backward –, spells...
- The use of testimonies regarding demonic celebrations music, texts about trials and Sabbaths, and
some famous bewitching recipes.
- Search for a music of the wind and the night, of the trees and forest and fire. Evocation of witches’
familiars: owl, cat, rat, toad, raven or hedgehog...

About the stage design and moving picture
The scenic space will be sober. A blank page (in the theatre’s black box), with a dance pad on the
floor and two planes of tulle, upstage and mid stage. These blank canvases will allow to project the
film clips, all linked to the fire thematic, but also to show the evolution of the dancers, dressed in
black, acting like moving calligraphy.
As they are conceived for now, the film sequences are inspired by the multiple forms and variations
of fire: walls of fire progressively burning along the tulle, explosions, red-hot remains, the heart of a
blaze, moving lines of fire, ash falls...
They can serve as lighting, create lights and shadows or a set of changing atmospheres. They will
bring to mind – as does subliminal imagery – moving landscapes, bestiaries and spells specific to
witchcraft. With the movement of the animation, they can also be used as a musical space: rhythmic
images, progressive through time and space, or resembling body pulsations.
The dancing will play with this blank space filled with images. Kinetic games, and games with the
senses.
Associating the dancers’ real bodies with a mental or dreamed image, playing between the energy of
the dance and the rhythm of a filmed sequence, linking a dancing body with a moving space, defined
by the projection.
Also conducive to evocations and associations, such as the blaze, the stake, the pyre, the furnace or
the power of black or white magic.
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Artistic team
Choreographer: Nathalie Pernette, assisted by Regina Meier
Dancers: Nathalie Pernette, Nicole Pernette, Laure Wernly… and a child
Musical creation: Franck Gervais
Costumes: Fabienne Desflèches
Technical direction: Stéphane Magnin
Lighting design and images management: Caroline Nguyen
Images creation: Guillaume Bertrand
Duration: one hour

Creation on 26th February 2019 at Le Théâtre – Scène nationale de Saint-Nazaire
For young audiences and all audiences from 8 years old

Residencies
- 5-9 May 2017 – Amancey
- 5-9 February 2018 – Falaise
- 26-30 March 2018 – Théâtre Ledoux / Les 2 Scènes – Scène nationale, Besançon
- 24-28 September 2018 – Espace Germinal, Fosses – Scène de l’Est Valdoisien
- 22-25 October 2018 – Scènes Vosges – Scène conventionnée, Epinal
- 5-10 November 2018 – École d’Arènes school, Besançon
- 26 November-1st December 2018 – Les Coteaux du Suzon school, Dijon
- 13-18 January 2019 – Théâtre de l’Espace – Les 2 Scènes – Scène nationale, Besançon
- 21-25 January 2019 – Espace Sarah Bernhardt, Goussainville
- 4-8 February 2019 – La Minoterie – Scène conventionnée Art, enfance, jeunesse, Dijon
- 18-25 February 2019 – Le Théâtre – Scène nationale, Saint-Nazaire

Production and residencies: Association NA/Compagnie Pernette; Le Théâtre – Scène nationale,
Saint-Nazaire; Les 2 Scènes – Scène nationale, Besançon; Centre Chorégraphique National de Nantes;
Espace Germinal – Scène de l’Est Valdoisien, Fosses; Le Rive Gauche – Scène conventionnée pour la
danse, Saint-Etienne-du-Rouvray; Scènes Vosges – Scène conventionnée, Epinal; Communauté de
communes du Pays de Falaise and Ville de Falaise; La Minoterie – Scène conventionnée Art, enfance,
jeunesse, Dijon; Ville de Dijon – residency at Les Coteaux du Suzon school; residency at Espace Sarah
Bernhardt, Goussainville; residency at the École d’Arènes school, Besançon; Saisons c@p25 artistic
residencies, initiated by the Département du Doubs.
With the support of the Conseil départemental du Val d'Oise, Conseil départemental du Doubs and
Ville de Besançon.
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Propositions and themes regarding the performance
All of the following subjects and presentations propose an immersion in the world of witches.
These presentations can be used as a preparation or a frame for the show with, for instance, one
session before and after the performance, or they can be a part of a longer educational support for
one or several classes.
We could then approach all of the different artistic fields showed in Belladonna, to leave a mark and
support the pursuit and even broader exploration of these themes.
Presentations can deal with dancing (the witch’s movement, her powers, how to dance a recipe),
music (vocal and instrumental; create sounds with everyday items), visual arts (make amulets,
voodoo dolls, magical effigies…), cooking (make witches’ fingers, magical recipes…) and writing
(invent imaginary recipes, portraits and biographies of witches, spells…).
These sessions can lead to the realisation of various productions – visual art, sound or video
recording, short choreographic creation –, which can afterwards stay in the schools.
It can also give rise to the organisation of a public event (for family and friends) in the form of
Sabbath festivities, open to all from an early age!
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Did you know?
Belladonna (or deadly nightshade)
Scientific name: Atropa belladonna
This plant can be extremely toxic. Its foliage and black
berries contains tropane alkaloids, an active substance
with anticholinergic properties which affect the central
nervous system. Ophthalmologists use it to dilate the
pupil during an eyegrounds examination.
In the 13th century, Saint Hildegard explained: “It is
dangerous for a person to eat or drink, since it will
disorder his spirit, as if he were dead.” But she
recommended using it as an unguent to treat ulcers.
Belladonna is named and clearly depicted from the 16th century and then lost its status as a magical
plant, or plant used in witchery, and became a medicinal plant cultivated in apothecaries’ gardens.
According to Jules Michelet, in the Middle Ages witches were the only ones to know how to use
belladonna internally, mixing it with milk, mead or wine, or externally in the form of an unguent.
Although a deadly poison, belladonna was also used to refine women’s beauty in the Renaissance.
Elegant Italian women applied a few drops of a belladonna-based infusion in their eyes to dilate their
pupils and obtain deep black eyes – hence the locution belladonna, meaning “beautiful woman" in
Italian. Dark eyes, thank to the pupil’s dilatation, were apparently attractive to the male sex because
it was considered an expression of desire. Belladonna also gave them a slight squint which, at the
time, was a feature of beauty.
In 1548, Mattioli gave the dose to use depending on the desired effect:
“To make a woman slightly frisky, thinking she is the most beautiful woman in the world, you must
give her one drachma of belladonna [distilled water of the plant] to drink. If you want to make her
wilder, you must give two drachmas. But if one wants to make her stay mad her whole life, then you
must give three drachmas and not one more; because four of them would lead to her death.”
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About the Compagnie Pernette
In 2001, Nathalie Pernette, dancer and choreographer, created her own company. Since then, she
performs her shows throughout France and abroad.
Her activity of artistic creation, marked by a taste for experimentation, has always taken different
paths, from the stage to the public space via the most unexpected places. She also works on the
rubbing with other disciplines, such as fine arts or live music...
Along with this rich activity of production and distribution of choreographic creations, many actions
promoting awareness of contemporary dance are also organised.
The Compagnie Pernette champions multiple artistic directions, and its work of establishment on the
regional territory was rewarded in 2011 with its installation in the dance studio of La Friche
Artistique, Besançon.
Nathalie Pernette wants dance to be seen and supported in locations of different types, and her
shows are presented on great national stages (Théâtre de la Ville, Opéra Bastille, Théâtre de Chaillot,
public stages…), in festivals (ZAT Montpellier, Viva cité in Sotteville-lès-Rouen, Scènes de rue in
Mulhouse, Chalon dans la rue, Coup de chauffe in Cognac…) but also in urban or rural places, indoor
or outdoor.
This broad distribution aims to introduce dance to various people and make them appreciate this art,
abolishing if possible prejudices and reluctance.
Twenty-one plays were created since the creation of the company…
Délicieuses - 2002 / Le Nid – 2003 / Je ne sais pas, un jour, peut-être… - 2002/2004 / La Flûte
enchantée et Flûte ! – 2005 / Le Cabaret martien – 2006 / le triptyque Les Naufragées : Animale,
Pedigree, Le Passage - 2006 / Le Repas – 2007 / La Maison – 2009 / Les Miniatures – 2009 / Les Indes
Dansantes – 2010 / De Profundis – 2011 / La Peur du loup – 2011/ La Cérémonie – 2013 / La
Collection – 2013 / Les Ombres blanches – 2015 / La Figure du gisant – 2015 / Ikche wishashaL’Homme nouveau – 2016 / La Figure du baiser – 2017 / Sous la peau – 2018
The company is supported by the Ministère de la Culture et de la Communication/Direction
régionale des affaires culturelles de Bourgogne-Franche-Comté as part of the Aide à la compagnie
chorégraphique conventionnée, and the Atelier de Fabrique Artistique, Ville de Besançon, Conseil
régional de Bourgogne-Franche-Comté and Conseil départemental du Doubs. The company
became Compagnie Nationale (CERNI) in 2017.
Nathalie Pernette is associate artist at Le Théâtre – Scène nationale, Saint-Nazaire, Scènes Vosges –
Scène conventionnée, Epinal, and Rive Gauche – Scène conventionnée danse, Saint- Etienne-duRouvray.
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Association NA
Compagnie Pernette

10 avenue de Chardonnet
25000 BESANÇON
Tél. 03 81 51 60 70
Fax. 03 81 41 38 51
info@compagnie-pernette.com
www.compagnie-pernette.com
https://www.facebook.com/CieNathaliePernette

Projects manager: Nathalie Pernette
06 30 55 22 81 – nathalie.pernette@wanadoo.fr
Distribution and production:
Cécile Chastang / 06 30 55 22 77 – compagniepernette@gmail.com
& Lara Thozet /06 37 38 54 60 - lthozet@gmail.com
Administration: Karine Dolon
06 30 55 22 79 - karine.dolon@compagnie-pernette.com
Cultural activities and logistics supervisor: Mylène Deparcy
mylene.deparcy@compagnie-pernette.com
Technical management: Stéphane Magnin
06 62 17 87 85 – steph.magnin@free.fr
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